
 

 

 

 
 

 
Gaëlane, Big Wave International Talent 
 

I chose to study drama as an optional subject at school, which I really enjoyed for 
six years. I also acted in two short movies as well as assisting in drawing the 
storyboard for another short movie.   
  
In both of these short movies, I had the leading role.   
  

 The first one was called "Empty House", directed and produced by 
Vincent Chabrillat in 2005, in which I appear as the memory of Suzanne 
as a child, when her elder self is revisiting her childhood home. 

 The second short movie is "Gizmo_girl2089", also by Vincent Chabrillat, 
which came out in 2006. It is a movie about the place that new 
technologies are taking in our lives.   

  
Acting in these short movies gave me an insight into the acting profession. I 
learnt how to be patient since you often have to shoot a scene several times 
before it is "perfect". I also developed my perseverance since you always have to 
improve your performance. Finally, I learnt to question myself. These qualities 
also helped me a lot during my drama lessons and I find them really useful in my 
personal and professional life as well. 

 
Date of Birth: 5th July 1994 
 
Country and City of residency: London, United Kingdom 
 
Agent: Vincent Chabrillat (contact@bigwave.fr) 

 

Year Activity 
2005 Empty House, short film, leading role 
2006 Gizmo_girl2089, short film, leading role 

2015 5 Dead Nurses 

 
Other skills, activities, sports, leisure, hobbies, interests, spoken languages… 
 

 Fluent in French and English 

 Sport: Fitness and Pole Dancing.  

 Hobbies: Drawing, reading, cinema, foreign travel. 

 Bachelor in Business Management 
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